Three-dimensional geometries of relay zones in normal faults
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Individual normal faults are rarely single planar surfaces and often comprise arrays of fault segments arising from the earliest stages of fault propagation. Current models for the geometry and formation of relay zones between adjacent fault segments have been informed mainly by 2D analysis from either maps or cross-sections observed in outcrop and, to a lesser extent, by the analysis of relay zones from 3D seismic reflection data. Using high quality 3D seismic reflection datasets from a selection of sedimentary basins, we investigate fundamental characteristics of segmentation from the analysis of 67 normal faults with modest displacements (< ca. 190 m) which preserve the 3D geometry of 532 relay zones. Our analysis shows that relay zones most often develop by bifurcation from a single fault surface but can also arise from the formation of segments which are disconnected in 3D. Relay zones generally occur between fault segments that step in either the dip or strike direction, and oblique relay zones with an intermediate orientation are less frequent. This is attributed to the influence of mechanical stratigraphy, and to a tendency for faults to locally propagate laterally and vertically rather than obliquely. Cross-sectional stepping of relay zones typically forms contractional rather than extensional relay zones, a configuration which is attributed to the development of early stage Riedel shears associated with fault localisation. Comparing datasets from different geological settings suggests that the mechanical heterogeneity of the faulted sequence and the influence of pre-existing structure are the underlying controls on the geometrical characteristics of relay zones in normal faults, and different combinations of these two controls can account for the variation in fault zone structure observed between datasets.